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Introduction
Eight people dead in Atlanta. Ten people dead in Boulder. A violent insurrection at the U.S. Capitol. A plan to
kidnap the governor of Michigan. A couple wielding guns outside their home during a Black Lives Matter
(#BLM) protest. How should public officials, scholars, citizens, activists, and members of the press distinguish
among political protest, crime, vigilantism, armed rebellion against the government, and personal self-defense?
Understanding the persistence of public gun violence and resistance to restrictions on firearms requires
unmasking a pernicious armed rebellion narrative that masquerades as the “original intent” of the framers.
Americans have been bombarded with this dangerous and distorted myth, developed over decades and
promoted by the National Rifle Association (NRA), constitutional scholars of the Second Amendment, public
officials, and the conservative press. The narrative insists that guns uphold freedom and rights, maintain order,
and prevent tyranny. Framed as original intent and wrapped in symbols of the American Revolution, this
narrative has been used to justify the January 6, 2021, insurrection, private-citizen policing during #BLM
protests, and calls to kidnap or assassinate public officials as tyrants. It has seeped into our political discourse
and distorted the meaning of the Second Amendment.
Insurrectionists (and the scholars who provide theoretical justification for them) often insist that foundational
thinkers and English traditions support their cause, but this is a distortion of the origins of the U.S. Constitution. If
we return to a 17th-century theorist who influenced the 18th-century American revolutionaries, John Locke’s
writings clarify why individual gun rights threaten 21st-century American constitutional democracy. Locke’s ideas
about individuals, the public, and the social contract — claimed by both violent insurrectionists and #BLM
protesters — clarify the lies that perpetuate our gun-saturated politics. In this short article, I use Locke to identify
elements of the armed rebellion narrative such that we can recognize its distortions, resist it, and replace it.

The Power of the Armed Citizen:
Ammon Bundy, BLM, and January 6
Armed insurrectionists position themselves as the ultimate American patriots using what I’ll call the new armed
rebellion narrative. Recalling the logic of the social contract, formulated by Locke and later deployed by the
American revolutionaries and constitutional framers, insurrectionists insist that government must be opposed
when it no longer serves the interests of “we the people,” and that individuals who own guns are best positioned
to resist the government. They hold that guns — rather than speech, assembly, or press — limit the power of
government and provide protection against tyranny. 1 The purchase of a gun transforms the individual into a
privileged citizen (or “citizen protector”) with the right to police, judge who is a tyrant, or raise a private army
against the government. 2 The American constitutional system collapses, according to this view, without citizens
who arm themselves to defend against tyranny or provide police protection.
Supporters of this narrative graft this theoretical claim onto the American national origins story. Twenty-firstcentury gun owners are no different than the colonists who dumped tea into the harbor or the minutemen who
opposed the British at Lexington and Concord. The names of their groups reflect their claimed revolutionary
origins: Southern Oregon Constitutional Guard, Pacific Patriots Network, Citizens for Constitutional Freedom,
Three Percenters, and Oath Keepers. 3 To differing degrees, these groups maintain that they arm to uphold
constitutional rights and the rule of law against domestic “enemies” of the people.
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This logic pervades the speeches of candidates who suggest that assassinating other candidates or public
officials for “tyranny” is patriotic and consistent with the Second Amendment. As a candidate, Donald Trump
told a crowd that Hillary Clinton wanted to abolish the Second Amendment and that, if she picked Supreme
Court justices, there would be “nothing you can do folks. Although the Second Amendment people, maybe there
is, I dunno.” 4 Trump’s comment was tame and indirect compared to Sharron Angle’s comments during her
campaign for the U.S. Senate in 2010. The former state assembly member from Nevada said:
You know, our Founding Fathers, they put that Second Amendment in there for a good reason and that
was for the people to protect themselves against a tyrannical government. . . . Thomas Jefferson said
it’s good for a country to have a revolution every 20 years. I hope that’s not where we’re going, but, you
know, if this Congress keeps going the way it is, people are really looking toward those Second
Amendment remedies and saying my goodness what can we do to turn this country around? I’ll tell you
the first thing we need to do is take Harry Reid out. 5
Later, as president, Trump told the Proud Boys to “stand back and stand by” because “somebody’s got to do
something about Antifa and the left.” Hate groups — many of them armed — heard this as a rallying cry. 6
Only months after an insurrection at the U.S. Capitol and an attempted kidnapping of the “tyrant” governor of
Michigan, 7 it is clear that this rhetoric is not merely talk. In our recent political past, this narrative supported
two armed standoffs against the federal government by Ammon Bundy that help us understand how we arrived
at January 6. In Oregon, Bundy recruited people to seize and occupy the Malheur National Wildlife Refuge. 8 In
Nevada two years prior, he gathered 40–50 people (many armed) to take back his father’s cows that had been
seized by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) for failure to pay grazing fees. 9 Bundy’s standoffs with the
government clarify how the new armed rebellion narrative — especially its distortion of the Lockean social
contract — supported the insurrection of January 6.
Bundy portrayed the federal government as tyrannical, and individuals and members of militia groups traveled
hundreds of miles to support his cause. Stunning images of guns pointing at government officials were a
backdrop for speeches, posters, and interviews that justified arming against the national government based on
(specifically) defending property rights and (generally) opposing a tyrannical government. In response to the
claimed tasing of Bundy, a former marine invoked the Constitution, the right to rebellion, and popular
sovereignty: “to come in as a military force against your citizens like this, that’s when ‘we the people’ would say
no that’s not what the Constitution stands for and we have to remind our Federal government that we are the
power.” 10 Fearing a standoff that might create martyrs (as had happened in Waco, Texas), the government
backed down. In the courts, Bundy’s lawyers maintained that he was a patriotic protester using guns to speak
truth to power and uphold constitutional rights rather than an armed conspirator. The courts dismissed all
charges against Bundy and his co-conspirators. 11 We heard echoes of this around January 6: armed
insurrectionists smashing windows as “patriots” initially presented as “protesters” in the media.

“We the People” and Arms: Three Distortions
Bundy, Trump, Angle, the January 6 insurrectionists, and some Second Amendment scholars rely on a cherrypicked version of Locke’s social contract to justify armed rebellion or assassination. Locke provided a logic to
justify removing James II, which the American colonists deployed against George III. Locke feared tyrannical
government (combining lawmaking and law enforcement) and insisted that an absolute and arbitrary
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government operating outside the law leaves the people with a “Sword at their Breasts.” Given their inalienable
right to “free themselves,” they may “resist the aggressor.” 12 Whether or not Americans can name Locke, they
recognize the logic of “we the people” versus the tyrant — and the modern calls for private-citizen policing,
armed insurrection, and even assassinations play on that familiarity. But the new armed rebellion narrative
distorts the American/Lockean social contract logic in three dangerous ways.
First, Locke would require dissatisfied citizens to seek redress through all available institutions, particularly
elections and courts of law. 13 When damages may be “repaired by Appeal to the Law, there can be no pretense
for force.” 14 Before and after the November 2020 elections, Lockean “redress” included Trump supporters
challenging election procedures with judges (and justices) adjudicating according to due process. The election,
procedures for certification, and challenges to the certification by members of Congress all constitute Lockean
redress. Rather than invite self-appointed armed insurrectionists, Lockean redress insists on due process of
law.
A second — and the most dangerous — distortion is the failure to distinguish between individual rights and
collective rights. Even when redress is exhausted, Locke never empowered armed individuals (like the January
6 insurrectionists or Bundy’s private army) to act against the government. Armed individuals do not have
special rights; the majority does. 15 The majority must distinguish a “long train of Abuses” affecting the entire
society from the grievances of a few individuals; the “examples of an unfortunate man, moves them not.” 16 For
Locke, owning a gun had no political significance — convincing the majority that a long-standing problem
justified rebellion against the government did. In this vein, the “people” is not a cabal of self-appointed armed
individuals (like the domestic terrorists planning “Patriot Events” for January 6) 17 but the collective action of
the majority. This Lockean logic is reflected in the laws of all 50 states, which view unauthorized paramilitary
force as unlawful, dangerous to the public, and threatening to law enforcement. 18 Locke, following established
rules for individual self-defense against another person under the common law, allowed individuals to defend
themselves, but this right has nothing to do with the collective defense of the nation against a tyrant. 19
Third, Locke had no patience for individuals with axes to grind. He would have feared people like Trump and
members of domestic terrorist groups pursuing their own “ambition, revenge, covetousness, or any other
irregular passion.” The cases of “private Men” cannot justify armed rebellion against an otherwise functioning
government. He explicitly rejected armed rebellion to protect the rights of a “raving mad-man” or a “heady
malcontent.” 20 The language Locke used seems ripped from 21st-century headlines because the American
2020 election cycle — with its questions about the peaceful transition of power, challenges to certification, etc.
— departed from the very core of liberal democratic politics that Locke articulated: rule of law, due process,
and the social contract.
Prior to January 6, Nicholas Fuentes (a far-right, white nationalist TV commentator and podcaster) claimed
that “our Founding Fathers would get in the streets, and they would take this country back by force if necessary.
And that is what we must be prepared to do.” 21 But Fuentes and others who invoke the “Founding Fathers” to
support radical gun rights or insurrection completely misrepresent Locke and the American Constitution that
institutionalized his ideas. For example, James Madison and Alexander Hamilton repeatedly — and
vociferously — declared against any mob’s right to insurrection. They used Locke’s language of redress, objected
to “substituting VIOLENCE in place of LAW,” and specifically railed against any domestic violence or armed
domestic insurrections (as they had just observed in Massachusetts and Pennsylvania). 22 The new armed
rebellion narrative dangerously substitutes the individual opinion of gun owners as “citizen protectors” for the
collective action of the majority. This radical armed individualism was precisely what early constitutional
democracy sought to prevent.
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BLM v. #BLM: Locke, Race, and False Equivalences
Applying Lockean principles not only clarifies the distortions of the armed rebellion narrators but also the false
equivalences that have been drawn between violent insurrection such as January 6, the Bureau of Land
Management standoff, and the Black Lives Matter protests during the summer of 2020 following the killing of
George Floyd. Blurring the lines between a political protest movement with some violence and armed
insurrection distorts policy debates regarding guns in public spaces 23 and private-citizen policing. 24 When
scholars like Robert Leider call for individuals to police “riots,” “massive destruction,” or “civil unrest,” 25 they
unleash the vigilantism and prejudice of armed, private citizens against other citizens. The armed become
police, judge, and jury.
#BLM protesters also invoke Locke, and it is helpful to look at the differences between Bundy’s attack on the
BLM and the #BLM protests of summer 2020. Four days after Derek Chauvin murdered Floyd, The Daily Show
host and political commentator Trevor Noah charged that the United States had not honored the social
contract. The murder of Floyd (and other Black Americans) reveals how the application and enforcement of
laws are not equal. Black Americans fear that their bodies are less protected by police and thus threatened by
the state itself. 26 Blackness marked George Floyd as less valuable, less human, and easier to kill in public,
prompting protesters to demand that “all men are created equal” apply to Black Americans.
Applying Locke’s logic here is tricky. Noah is correct that #BLM is a call for full and equal inclusion in the social
contract rather than for breaking it. The #BLM summer 2020 protests functioned as Lockean redress: the
largest collective public demonstration in U.S. history (according to polls and crowd-counting) with 15–26
million people claiming to have participated in a demonstration and 500,000 people turning out on a single
day, June 6, 2020. 27 Lockean redress requires citizens to use available channels to ask for policy change, but
Locke did not provide a developed theory of social protest. Scholars like Leider have charged that violence
associated with #BLM protests justifies arming individuals to provide “public security” and a rejection of the
state’s monopoly on violence. 28 This is a red herring. According to research from Princeton University, at least
93 percent of Black Lives Matter protests (7,000 protests in 2,000 locations) were peaceful. 29 Recently released
studies of summer 2020 policing reveal the complex relationship between the small amounts of violence and
police who were “poorly trained, heavily militarized and stunningly unprepared” for the historic crowds; the
cause of the violence was not the state’s monopoly on violence and policing but miscalculations on the
application of force. 30 In comparison, only 3,000–10,000 31 people participated in the pro-Trump rally on
January 6, and far fewer actually stormed the U.S. Capitol. As Cynthia Miller-Idriss, author of Hate in the
Homeland: The New Global Far Right, sees it, the two events cannot be compared. Protest — even with some
violence — is different from riot, sedition, insurrection, or siege, all of which constitute a “domestic terrorist
attack.” 32
But Locke, like the American polity based on his ideas, sidesteps issues of race. Locke wrote about “the people,”
but he did not elaborate on who was included, and his work does not confront how Western humanity has been
defined by anti-Blackness or how Blackness reinforces whiteness, privilege, power, and freedom. 33 Locke
understands individual self-interest and bias but not collective prejudice in political society or its institutions.
In 2021, Americans need Locke to recognize that armed insurrectionists are not “the people,” to distinguish
“heady malcontents” with guns from the majority of the citizenry or to clearly lay out the requirements of
redress. But modern claims of self-appointed “citizen protectors” or calls for private-citizen policing cannot be
understood without the lens of race. On the ground, the January 6 insurrectionists used the language of
patriotism and “Founding Fathers,” but their version of the armed rebellion narrative was steeped in white
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supremacy. It is the armed white man who claims to speak for insurrection on behalf of the whole. 34 The calls of
“Take it back” and “Whose house? Our house!” permeated January 6. 35 In Lockean terms, Black Lives Matter
protests and the January 6 insurrection insist on very different answers as to the question of who “the people”
are. Locke and the founders can never provide clarity on race because they conceived their ideas within the
framework of white supremacy. But race is fundamental to the new armed rebellion narrative’s often-unspoken
assumption that racial privilege confers sovereignty or special police powers.

Conclusion
Public narratives shape our understanding of events, policy choices, and our political system. The new armed
rebellion narrative distorts how the #BLM protests and the January 6 insurrection are presented to the public,
voters, and younger citizens who will shape our future politics. But this dangerous (and increasingly powerful)
lens must be resisted. First, Locke, the founders, and the “original understanding” of the Constitution cannot be
misused to justify radical individual gun rights, private-citizen policing, and subversion of the government by
individual citizens. Our foundational documents insist on redress through institutions, and they create high
bars for armed insurrection. We must hear the sleight of hand — as the new armed rebellion narrative takes
what is collective and replaces it with the radically individual — and we must resist and respond. Second, the
same distorted lens should not be used to justify false equivalences between #BLM (a mass call for social
change with some violence) and the January 6 insurrection or Bundy’s BLM standoff (armed insurrections with
violence at their core).
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